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Report:
We have applied for 9 shifts on the Titan KRIOS to collect data on a functional RNA polymerase elongation
complex in April 2018. We were scheduled in July 2018 (02/07 – 04/07). Our local contact was Gregory
Effantin.
We brought several grids from two different batches, which were pre-screened on our Polara microscope.
Thanks to the outstanding support by our local contact we were able to identify a good grids, select enough
squares and holes and collect data that gave us about 4000 images.
We had collected on a related RNA polymerase elongation complex before at the ESRF (February 2018) but
needed additional data because the earlier reconstruction did not resolve part of the RNA transcript we were
interested. We brought several grids frozen under differetn conditions and Gregory Effantin, our local contact,
helped us screen those grids and select a suitable one for data collection. He selected all the holes for data
acquisition and everything went extremely smooth.
We would not have been able to get the quality and size of the dataset without his support. Although we are
still refining the structure, we have a reconstruction at about 3.3Å resolution (Figure 1). We have collected data
from closely related complexes at Titan KRIOS microscopes equipped with K2 cameras at IGBMC,
Strasbourg, Biozentrum Basel, Switzerland, EMBL - Heidelberg, Germany, and NeCEN, the Netherlands but
the ESRF data gave us the highest resolution we have obtained so far. We could easily fit X-ray models of
RNA polymerase, can model side chains in many parts of the structure and can see all ligands. Most
importantly, we can see the RNA 3’-end, which is ordered but in a conformation not seen before. We are
currently preparing the manuscript and are confident that this reconstruction will play a prominent role.

Figure 1.: A reconstruction of functional RNA polymerase complex resulting form data collected at ESRF.
The data produced the highest resolution reconstruction that we have obtained so far (3.3Å resolution, top).
More importantly for the question we were addressing: the 3’-end of the RNA transcript is resolved in the
active site and (bottom).

